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文意字彙 

1. Barbie and Ken give their children plenty of personal space and do not go through 
their things without _____. 

(A) permission (B) discipline (C) security (D) recovery 

2. Julia has sent out applications to ten high-ranking universities in the United States 
and she hopes to receive letters of _____ from at least eight of them. 

(A) operation (B) expectation (C) impression (D) admission 

3. Eric has managed to _____ his students’ attention and interest in his early morning 
classes by asking them questions and engaging them in class activities. 

(A) install (B) arouse (C) enclose (D) overtake 

4. With the rise of human rights, it is becoming increasingly difficult to _____ the use 
of the death penalty for murderers or other criminals in many countries. 

(A) justify (B) reckon (C) submit (D) conceive 

5. Any family member—parents, children, the husband, or the wife—could be a 
victim of _____ violence, which has become a serious social problem. 

(A) complex (B) reliable (C) domestic (D) protective 

6. The best way to protect people’s _____ property is refuse to make or buy illegal 
copies of books, music CDs, movie DVDs, or any other creative work. 

(A) occasional (B) essential (C) adequate (D) intellectual 

7. With her years of teaching experience, Linda is very good at helping her students 
speak _____ and do well in their oral activities. 

(A) partially (B) initially  (C) accurately (D) relatively 

 
文法結構 

8. _____ is the heat this summer that many people are crowding into nearby 
swimming pools or going to the beach to try to stay cool. 

(A) So (B) How (C) Such (D) What 

9. To make a good first impression, a firm handshake is considered to be important 
by many _____ it is often an indication of respect and self-confidence. 

(A) that (B) in that (C) of that (D) on that 

10. Kevin has been taking care of his parents for years; he thinks it is _____ he can do 
in return for bringing him up. 

(A) less (B) least (C) at least (D) the least 
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綜合測驗 

Have you ever paid attention to the trees in your neighborhood? Most people do 
not notice the trees around them, let alone appreciate what the trees are doing for them. 
Nowadays, our streets and parks are lined with trees that   (11)   a peaceful and 
pleasant environment. Trees provide us with shade from sun, and their trunks absorb 
sound from noisy roads. They also provide food and homes for birds, insects, and other 
animals. Our quality of life is   (12)   by the natural elements and wildlife habitats 
that trees bring into urban settings. 

Trees contribute to the environment by giving out oxygen and taking in carbon 
dioxide. They improve air quality and help keep the climate   (13)  . Leaves filter 
sunlight and keep things cool in summer. Additionally, trees preserve warmth by 
providing a screen from harsh wind and they protect us from heavy rainfall. Trees also 
lower the air temperature and   (14)   the heat intensity of the greenhouse effect. 

Trees are beneficial to animals. Animals such as elephants, koalas, and monkeys, 
eat leaves, flowers, and fruit for food. This process,   (15)  , helps spread seeds over 
a wide area. Also, hundreds of living creatures call trees their home. Branches covered 
with leaves are safe places for birds and squirrels to stay out of the reach of predators. 

11. (A) creating (B) creates (C) to create (D) create 
12. (A) increased (B) performed (C) constructed (D) enlarged 
13. (A) on call (B) within bounds (C) in balance (D) off limits 
14. (A) burn (B) reduce (C) stand (D) transfer 
15. (A) in turn (B) on the contrary (C) on average (D) in any case 
 

Apples and tomatoes are among the most popular agricultural products. However, 
concerns have long been raised about the use of pesticides as they can accumulate in 
our bodies   (16)   food is washed thoroughly before consumption. Traditional 
methods of cleaning fresh produce, like fruit and vegetables, are based on rinsing with 
water. The problem is that water may contain high amounts of chemicals such as 
chlorine, chlorine dioxide, or ozone, which may be   (17)   the environment or 
human health. Therefore, the development of environmentally friendly alternative 
methods of cleaning fresh produce is important. One possible   (18)   is the 
application of plasma for washing and drying fresh produce. 
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Plasma can   (19)   a high amount of electricity and this is why in many 
countries, it is already used to sterilize, or clean eggs. According to some agricultural 
experts, plasma could potentially also be used to clean the surface of fruit, like melons, 
mangos, and apples,   (20)   nut products with hard shells. More studies are needed 
in this area but one day plasma could be used to benefit consumers who care both about 
the environment and their own health. 

16. (A) unless (B) otherwise (C) however (D) besides 
17. (A) free from (B) harmful to (C) consistent with (D) dependent on 
18. (A) theory (B) form (C) requirement (D) solution 
19. (A) bring (B) carry (C) take (D) pick 
20. (A) in front of (B) aside from (C) as well as (D) not only 
 
閱讀測驗 

Language is a human activity. It has an unlimited variability; in other words, 
language is subject to change. Many languages in the world have disappeared or 
evolved into other languages over the centuries. 

It is estimated that over 7,000 languages are spoken in the world today. The 
number is constantly changing because languages are living and dynamic; people are 
learning more about languages every day. Among the thousands of languages spoken 
today, only ten have more than 100 million speakers. On the other hand, about 40% of 
languages are endangered, with less than 1,000 speakers remaining. 

Many cultures are under threat now due to the fact that their languages are 
disappearing. According to the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural 
Organization (UNESCO), a language is considered endangered when “its speakers 
cease to use it, use it in fewer and fewer domains, use fewer of its registers and speaking 
styles, and/or stop passing it on to the next generation.” When children no longer learn 
an endangered language as their primary language, the language is considered extinct. 

Many causes can lead to the death of a language. One culprit of language 
extinction is colonization. When an empire rises, it brings with it its own culture and 
language. In order to survive, indigenous people have to learn the language of the 
colonizers. In the old days, that meant abandoning the mother tongue entirely. In 
modern times, it means people have to learn the language of the dominant culture. 

Can languages be saved? The short answer to that question is: Yes, languages can 
be saved. Recognizing the value of endangered languages, many linguists and 
academics are working to preserve them through the use of modern technology. Mobile 
phone applications have been created to facilitate the learning of languages in danger. 
This new language learning method, which is especially appealing to younger people, 
has proven to be effective. 
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21. Which of the following titles best describes the passage? 

(A) Dying and Saving of Languages 
(B) Use of UNESCO’s Language Policy 
(C) Languages and Effects of Colonization 
(D) Fighting Back of Endangered Languages 

22. Which of the following best replaces “culprit” in the fourth paragraph? 

(A) Problem. (B) Feature. (C) Meaning. (D) Cause. 

23. According to UNESCO, which of the following is NOT part of the definition of an 
endangered language? 

(A) Its speakers use it in fewer areas. 
(B) Its speakers stop using the language. 
(C) Its speakers stop writing in the language. 
(D) Its speakers use fewer of its speaking styles. 

24. According to the passage, which of the following statements is true? 

(A) Colonization helps preserve indigenous cultures. 
(B) Linguists are trying to save endangered languages. 
(C) Over half of the languages spoken today are endangered. 
(D) Modern technology has caused some languages to disappear. 

25. Which of the following statements can be inferred from the passage? 

(A) Indigenous people should listen to their colonizers. 
(B) Mobile phone applications may help a language survive. 
(C) There is not much one can do about disappearing languages. 
(D) Children should learn many languages to become global citizens. 

 


